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Abstract—Accurate spectrum sensing is important in cognitive
radio networks. False sensing results in either waste of spectrum
or harmful interference to primary users. To improve accuracy,
cooperative spectrum sensing, in which a set of secondary
users cooperatively sense the presence of the primary user, has
emerged. This technique, however, opens a window for malicious
users and attackers, who may remotely or physically capture
the sensors and manipulate the sensing reports. In this paper,
we consider the attack model whereby the attacker injects selfconsistent false data simultaneously, and propose a modified
COI (combinatorial optimization identification) algorithm to
defend against such attacks. We also provide a theorem that
detection uncertainty may exist in cooperative spectrum sensing.
We intensively evaluate our algorithm with simulations, and
the results show that our algorithm is a good technique to
complement an existing algorithm, called IRIS.
Index Terms—Bad data identification, cooperative spectrum
sensing, combinatorial optimization, cooperative attack.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the recent rapid growth of wireless services, spectrum space is becoming increasingly crowded. Within
the traditional spectrum regulation framework, spectrum bands
are exclusively licensed to specific services (primary users),
and no violation from unlicensed services (secondary users)
is allowed. As a result, the licensed spectrum is greatly
under-utilized temporally and spatially. To solve this dilemma,
cognitive radio has emerged to enable secondary users to
opportunistically share the licensed spectrum with the help
of spectrum sensing methods [1]–[5].
Among the spectrum sensing methods, cooperative spectrum sensing [6]–[8] has shown good performance in improving the accuracy of primary user detection. In cooperative
spectrum sensing, a set of secondary users is selected to share
the sensing results with each other to make a cooperative
decision on the presence/absence of the primary user. However, this opens a window for malicious users and attackers,
who may remotely or physically capture some sensors and
manipulate their sensing reports simultaneously. As a result,
such sensing reports are not trustworthy, nor is the primary
user detection decision.
A key challenge is identifying compromised sensing reports
under attack and making a detection decision only with
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uncompromised sensing reports. Min et al. [9] has proposed
a novel framework called IRIS to pinpoint compromised
sensing reports by iteratively utilizing the largest normalized
residual method [10]. IRIS works well for most of attack
scenarios. In this paper, we introduce an attack model in which
an attacker injects some false data simultaneously and the
injected false data themselves are self-consistent. Under this
specific kind of attacks, a good measurement, instead of a
compromised one, may have the largest normalized residual.
As a consequence, the largest normalized residual method, as
well as IRIS, may eliminate good measurements while keeping
compromised ones. Thus, we argue that IRIS may not work
well under this kind of attacks, and its performance still has
room for improvement. We hence propose a modified COI
(combinatorial optimization identification) [11] to complement
IRIS.
Overall, our paper makes the following contributions:
• We design an attack model, called cooperative attack,
in which an attacker injects self-consistent false data to
multiple sensors simultaneously.
• We propose a theorem that the center node of a cognitive
radio network may face uncertainties under a cooperative
attack, especially in the case when a large portion of
sensors are compromised.
• We propose a modified COI algorithm to deal with
cooperative attacks. Our algorithm is a good scheme to
complement IRIS for cooperative attacks, and can be
flexibly adjusted to fulfill the detection delay requirement.
• We intensively evaluate our algorithm through simulation,
with the results validating its performance.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II is
related work. Section III describes the system model, the
attack model and the problem formulation. In Section IV, we
propose our solution. We conduct simulations in Section V
and conclude our paper in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Cooperative spectrum sensing has emerged in recent years
to improve spectrum sensing accuracy. However, it suffers
from various security vulnerabilities. In cooperative spectrum
sensing, multiple secondary users can easily alter the detection decision by reporting unreliable or compromised sensing
results simultaneously. Thus, it is essential to designing robust
cooperative sensing schemes to defend against malicious users,
and much effort has already been made in recent years, such as
[12]–[19]. In [12], a reputation-based mechanism is proposed
to address data falsification, in which reputations of users
are used to weigh their sensing reports. In [13], an outlier
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detection scheme is proposed to filter out extreme values in the
sensing data. In [14], the authors convert the area of interest
into a grid of square cells and use it to identify and discard
the outlier measurements. In [15], an approach based on
abnormality detection in data mining is proposed. In [16], the
authors present an abnormality detection scheme by using the
path-loss exponent in signal propagation. In [17], an approach
based on machine learning is proposed, in which an initial
trusted set of signal data is used to build a classifier which
is subsequently used to detect integrity violations. In [18], a
consensus-based scheme is proposed to defend against data
falsification, in which the cooperative decision is gradually
reached in a distributed manner. In [19], the authors propose to
use total error probability to evaluate spectrum sensing accuracy and also propose a weighted sensing framework. Publickey schemes, such as [20], [21], can also be implemented to
defend against malicious users.
As mentioned previously, Min et al. [9] have developed
an attack detection framework in cooperative spectrum sensing, called IRIS. They introduce system state estimation to
determine the presence/absence of a primary user, in which
the system state variables are the transmission power of the
primary transmitter and the path-loss exponent. Their insight is
that the sensing reports are governed by the network topology
and the signal propagation principle. In IRIS, they utilize the
largest normalized residual method [10] to delete abnormal
sensing reports iteratively until the norm of measurement
residuals drops below a detection threshold or the number
of remaining reports hits a protection threshold. Though IRIS
works well for most of attack scenarios, we show in this paper
that it may not work well against cooperative attacks, and we
propose a modified COI to complement IRIS.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, we will first present a centralized cooperative
spectrum sensing system. Then we will describe the attack
model and formulate our problem.
A. System Model
In a cognitive radio network, both primary users and secondary users coexist in the same geographical area. Since
secondary users are allowed to opportunistically access the licensed spectrum originally allocated to primary users, methods
to detect the presence/absence of primary users are required.
Cooperative spectrum sensing is a robust scheme, in which
several secondary users cooperatively determine whether a
primary user is using its licensed spectrum or not. In this
paper, we consider a centralized model. As shown in Fig. 1,
there is a primary user, N secondary users (sensors), and
a center node. During each sensing period, sensors measure
primary user signals and then send them to the center node
using a dedicated control channel. Then the center node will
determine the presence/absence of the primary user based
on the collected data and broadcast the final decision to all
sensors.
According to the path-loss signal propagation model, the
received signal strength of the primary user at a cooperative
sensor i, Pi , can be modeled as follows:
Pi = P0 + α10log10 (d0 /di ) + i , i ∈ [1, N ]

(1)
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Fig. 1: The centralized model of cooperative spectrum sensing.

where P0 is the received power at the reference distance d0 ,
α is the path-loss exponent, di is the distance between the
primary user and sensor i, and i is the measurement error of
sensor i.
B. Attack Model: Cooperative Attack
We assume that:
The attacker can compromise some of the sensors in the
network.
• Once a sensor is compromised, the attacker can read and
manipulate its sensing report arbitrarily.
• The attacker can manipulate compromised sensors’ reports simultaneously.
• The attacker knows a portion of the network topology,
i.e., the location of the primary user and those of the
sensors he has compromised.
During an attack, the attacker aims to mislead the control
node to make a wrong decision. The attacker first compromises
some sensors and reads their sensing reports. Based on these
sensing reports, the attacker can conclude whether or not the
primary user is present. Then the attacker injects false sensing reports into these compromised sensors simultaneously.
The attacker’s ultimate goal is to mislead the control node
into making a decision totally opposite to the real operating
conditions. Specifically, when the primary user is present, the
attacker will inject false sensing reports as if the primary
user is absent; when the primary is absent, the attacker will
inject false data as if the primary user is present. To maximize
the attack effect, the attacker will inject self-consistent false
sensing reports; that is, all injected data are based on a single
power level which is inconsistent with the real value. We
name this kind of attack cooperative attacks. For a cooperative
attack, the control center may be easy to detect its presence,
but may be difficult to figure out what it is.
•

C. Problem Formulation
We denote the set of all N sensors in a cognitive radio
network by S = {S1 , S2, ..., SN }. During a sensing period,
we assume that the sensing reports are P = [P1 , P2 , ..., PN ]T
before any attack, where T is the matrix transpose operator.
Now an attacker has compromise a set of Ncom sensors,
denoted by S , where S ⊂ S. Without loss of generality, we assume that the compromised sensors are the first
Ncom sensors in S to simplify the description. Based on
the sensing reports of [P1 , P2 , ..., PNcom ]T , the attacker conducts a linear fitting according to Eq (1) and obtains the
primary transmission power P0 , and the path-loss exponent
α. Then the attacker will inject false data into the Ncom
compromised sensors as if the two values are P0 and α ,
where P0 tells a scenario opposite to the real one and α
can be any normal value. Suppose that the compromised
sensing reports are P’ = [P1 , P2 , ..., PN com ]T . The remaining
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distributed with zero mean, i.e., i ∼ N (0, σi2 ), these criteria
result in the same solution:

...

P =[ P1 , P2 , ... , P N ]
SV: P 0 , α

x̂ = (HT WH)−1 HT WP

N com sensors
are compromised

...

where W is a diagonal matrix whose elements are σi−2 , 1 ≤
i ≤ N:
⎤
⎡ −2
σ1
⎥
⎢
σ2−2
⎥
(7)
W=⎢
⎦
⎣
···
−2
σN
N ×N

...

Pr =[ P N com +1 , ... , P N ]

P’ =[ P 1’ , P2’ , ... , P N’ com]

SV: P 0 , α

SV: P 0’ , α’

After obtaining state estimator x̂, the center node will first
examine whether there is an attack by checking the norm of
normalized residuals. The normalized residuals are defined as
follows:

...

Pa =[ P1’ , P2’ , ... , PN’ com , PN com +1 , ... , PN ]
SV: P0 ? ,

α?

Fig. 2: Attack model and problem formulation. SV stands for state variables.
T

sensing reports, Pr = [PNcom +1 , ..., PN ] , are intact. Then
on the control node side, the collected sensing reports are
Pa = P’ ∪ Pr = [P1 , P2 , ..., PN com , PNcom +1 , ..., PN ]T . Our
problem, illustrated in Fig. 2, is to obtain the real transmission
power P0 from Pa . At the same time, it will be a plus if all
compromised sensors can be identified.
IV. BAD DATA I DENTIFICATION
In this section, we will propose our solution to the problem
formulated in the previous section. Since our algorithm is to
complement IRIS, we will first review IRIS and point out
where to enhance IRIS. Then we will present a theorem that
the center node may face uncertainties under a cooperative
attack. Finally we will present our algorithm in detail.
A. IRIS Algorithm [9]
In [9], the authors introduce state estimation that provides
a useful approach to detect the presence of attacks and further
pinpoint the compromised sensors. In state estimation, the
state variables are P0 and α in Eq(1), denoted by vector x:


x = [P0 α]T

(2)

T

Note that P = [P1 , P2 , ..., PN ] is the vector of the primary
transmitter’s signal strength received by N sensors. Then
Eq(1) for N sensors can be expressed in matrix notation as
follows:

where

⎡

1
⎢ ..
⎢ .
 ⎢
H=⎢
⎢ 1
⎢ .
⎣ ..
1

P = Hx + 

(3)

⎤
10log10 (d0 /d1 )
⎥
..
⎥
.
⎥
10log10 (d0 /di ) ⎥
⎥
⎥
..
⎦
.
10log10(d0 /dN ) N ×2

(4)

and  is the vector of measurement errors:
 = [1 , 2 , ..., N ]T

(6)

(5)

Three statistical estimation criteria are commonly used to
obtain the state estimator x: the maximum likelihood criterion,
the weighted least-square criterion, and the minimum variance criterion. When measurement errors follow the normal

where

rN = D−1/2 r

(8)

D = diag(W−1 − H(HT WH)−1 HT )

(9)

r = P − Hx̂

(10)

If the L2 norm ||rN || is greater than a pre-defined threshold η, the center node will know that some data has been
compromised. IRIS adopts the largest normalized residual
method [10] to pinpoint and eliminate the compromised data.
It eliminates the data with the largest normalized residual
iteratively until the norm of normalized residuals of the
remaining data is less than the threshold η or the number
of remaining sensors hits a pre-defined threshold Nmin .
Under a cooperative attack, a good measurement, however,
may have the largest normalized residual. The largest normalized residual method, as well as IRIS, may eliminate good
measurements while keeping compromised ones. The ultimate
consequence is that the center node may get an incorrect
power level for the primary transmitter and make a decision
inconsistent with the reality.
Here we give a counter-example to support our arguments.
Suppose there are N = 7 cooperative sensors. To make it
simple here, we assume there is no measurement error (we do
consider measurement errors in the following sections), and
we also omit the units. Let d0 = 1, and d = [2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6]T
1
. Just as in [9], here we adopt the threshold-based rule, in
which the determination of whether the primary user is active
is based on two thresholds, Ph and Pl . When P0 > Ph , the
primary user is active. When P0 < Pl , the primary user is
idle. When Pl ≤ P0 ≤ Ph , secondary users can partially
use the licensed spectrum with transmission power control.
Let us assume Ph = 4 and Pl = 3. Suppose before any
attack, the measurements are P = [−7.04, −14.08, −14.08,
−19.08, −19.08, −22.96, −26.13]T . By Eq(6), we can get
x̂ = [P0 α]T = [5, 4]T (here W is the identity matrix).
Therefore, P0 is greater than Ph , and the primary user is
active. Now suppose an attacker has compromised the first
four sensors, and he manipulates the measurements on these
sensors as if the primary user is idle. After the attack, the
measurements are Pa = [−10.04, −17.08, −17.08, −22.08,
−19.08, −22.96, −26.13]T , with the last three measurements
1 Same d does not necessarily mean that the two sensors are at the same
i
location, since di is the distance between sensor i and the primary transmitter.
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intact. Initially, this data cannot pass the residual test; that is,
the norm of normalized residuals is greater than the threshold
η. By applying IRIS, the measurements from sensors 5, 6, and
7 are eliminated successively. After eliminating these three
measurements, the final state vector is x̂ = [P0 α ]T =
[2, 4]T . Then the center node will conclude that the primary
user is idle since P0 is less than Pl , which is opposite to the
reality.
B. Uncertainty Under Cooperative Attacks
Here we take a deep look at the counter example in Section
IV-A, which is a cooperative attack. We can divide the seven
measurements into two sets, the first four as set A and the
last three as set B, and set A is compromised by the attacker.
After the attack, set A alone can determine a set of state
variables x̂A = [2, 4]T ; we say set A alone is consistent. Set
B can determine another set of state variables x̂B = [5, 4]T ,
which is the same as the original; we also say set B is
consistent. That is, the attacker actually mixes two feasible
state vectors2 together. At the same time, the attacker makes
IRIS eliminate the measurements in set B first rather than in
set A. As a consequence, it misleads the center node to make a
completely incorrect decision. Since both set A and set B are
two feasible sets of measurements, by no means can we favor
one set over the other. However, if we know the attacker’s
capability, we may be able to make a decision. For instance,
if we assume that the attacker can at most compromise three
measurements, then we know that set B must be compromised.
While if we assume that the attacker can compromise four
measurements, we still do not know which set is compromised.
This raises the question, how many measurements must the
attacker compromise to cause such uncertainty? We answer
this question by the following theorem.
Theorem 1: For a cooperative sensing system with N
sensors that do not have measurement errors, there exists a
critical number Nc = N/2 − 1 such that: (1) if the attacker
can at most compromise Nc sensors and all di are different,
then there is only one feasible state vector; (2) otherwise, there
may be more than one feasible state vector.
Proof: Since a state vector only has two variables, P0 and
α, any two measurements whose channel gain matrix H2×2
has full rank can determine a state vector. Since all di are
different, any two measurements can determine a state vector.
Thus, any two feasible sets of measurements that result in
two different state vectors have at most one measurement in
common. Suppose N is even (when N is odd, the proof is
similar), and N = 2f + 2. Now the attacker has compromised
Nc = f measurements. There are two cases in total:
(1) These f measurements are consistent and can perfectly
determine a state vector different from the original one. Thus,
there are two feasible sets of measurements in total. If these
two sets have one measurement in common, as shown in the
top of Fig. 3, then for the original feasible set, the center node
will conclude that there are f compromised measurements; for
the compromised feasible set, the center node will conclude
that there are f + 1 compromised measurements. If these two
2 Here by feasible state vector, we mean a state vector [P , α] that is
0
obtained from a subset of total measurements. The subset, with its cardinality
maximized, is called a set of feasible measurements accordingly.

Original FS
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Fig. 3: Illustration of two feasible sets. FS is the abbreviation of feasible set.

have no measurement in common, as shown in the middle of
Fig. 3, then for the original feasible set, the center node will
still conclude that there are f compromised measurements; for
the compromised feasible set, the center node will conclude
that there are f + 2 compromised measurements. Since the
attacker can at most compromise f measurements, in either
case, the center node can deterministically identify the set of
compromised measurements.
(2) These f measurements are not consistent. In this case,
for the original feasible set, the center node will conclude that
there are f compromised measurements. For any other feasible
set, its cardinality is at most f (f − 1 of the f compromised
measurements plus one of the intact measurements), so the
center node will conclude that there are at least f + 2 compromised measurements. Again, the center node can identify
the set of compromised measurements.
To prove that f is tight, we show by an example that the
uncertainty can still exist if f out of 2f + 1 sensors, instead of
2f +2 sensors, are compromised. In this example, the attacker
compromises f measurements, and the original feasible set
and the compromised feasible set have one measurement in
common, as shown in the bottom of Fig. 3. As a result, the
compromised feasible set has f + 1 measurements, which are
the f compromised measurements plus the measurement in
common. The original feasible set also has f + 1 measurements. Therefore, for both feasible cases, the center node will
conclude that there are f compromised measurements. Thus
the center node still does not know which feasible case is the
real case. Therefore, f is tight.
In Theorem 1, we assume that the sensing reports from
uncompromised sensors have no measurement error. When
measurement errors do exist, the value of Nc will decrease.
In the case without measurement errors, we look for a set
of feasible measurements by checking whether the norm
of residuals is zero. In the case with measurement errors,
however, we check whether the norm of residuals is less than
a positive threshold. That is, the check condition is loosened.
Therefore, Nc will decrease.
Though it is hard to know in advance how many sensors
are compromised, we can estimate how many sensors an
attacker can compromise, considering the effort and resource
the attacker can take. We do not consider the case that the
attacker compromise all or most of the sensors, since in this
case there is no way to pinpoint the compromised sensors. As
in IRIS [9], the authors set a threshold, Nmin , which is the
required minimum number of remaining sensors.
Following the theorem above, we argue that IRIS may
eliminate data from good sensors instead of bad sensors
and get a wrong feasible solution under cooperative attacks,
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especially when the algorithm hit the threshold Nmin first. In
the following, we will propose a modified version of Combinatorial Optimization Identification (COI) [11] to complement
IRIS.
C. Modified COI
The original COI is an approach for identifying multiple
instances of bad data in power system state estimation. The
essential idea is to construct a partial decision tree using the
branch-and-bound method to obtain a feasible solution with
the minimum number of bad data. We borrow this idea and
make two modifications to fit our problem.
As mentioned above, there may be more than one feasible
solution. Therefore, our first modification is to find all feasible
solutions instead of only the one with the minimum number of
bad data. The second modification is setting a time threshold
to meet the time requirement in cooperative spectrum sensing.
For instance, in IEEE WRANs, the center node must make
a detection decision once every 2 seconds. We will run the
branch-and-bound method with increasing bound until hitting
the time threshold.
We first illustrate the branch-and-bound strategy, and
then present the complete algorithm. The branch-and-bound
method will construct a partial decision tree. Since the data
with the largest normalized residual is usually more likely
to be compromised, after each state estimation run, we pick
the sensor with the largest normalized residual as the target
node. Each target node has two branches, the right branch
representing the case that the sensor is compromised and its
left branch representing the other case that the sensor is good,
as shown in Fig 4.
The state estimation is conducted at each target node
assuming that all undeclared sensors are good. The next sensor
to target is the one whose sensing report has the largest
normalized residual among all the undeclared sensors. In Fig
4, the b-successor will be the sensor with the largest residual
among all undeclared sensors assuming the parent node is
compromised, and the g-successor will be the sensor with the
largest residual among all undeclared sensors assuming the
parent node is good. The key strategy of the tree construction
is to first move down towards the right until a feasible solution
is reached, and then backtrack to find better solutions. In
backtracking, the algorithm stays as far as possible to the right.
Let us use an example to illustrate this strategy. As shown in
Fig 5, the tree is constructed in the following order:
(1) at the beginning, sensor A has the largest normalized
residual, and it becomes the root of the tree; with node A
declared bad, run state estimation and node B emerges to have
the largest normalized residual; then node B becomes the bsuccessor of node A;

(2) with node B declared bad, run state estimation and node
C has the largest normalized residual; then node C becomes
the b-successor of node B;
(3) similar to step (2), construct node D; suppose a feasible
solution is found;
(4) backtrack to node C, assume node C is good and run
state estimation; node E becomes the g-successor of node C;
(5) construct node F; suppose another feasible solution is
found;
(6) backtrack to node B and construct nod G.
The above construction only shows branching. The bounding is taken care of by a heuristic parameter h. In the tree,
a g-successor means that one refuses to make a decision that
the data with largest normalized residual is compromised, and
instead asks for more information about the remaining data.
During tree construction, the algorithm keeps a record on how
many times a candidate solution takes a g-successor. If a node
already has h g-branches between itself and the root, no more
g-branches are considered for itself and its successors.
Before we detail our modified COI, we define some parameters and functions. We use bi to denote three states of sensor
i, declared bad, declared good, undeclared, with 0, 1, −1
respectively. We use a vector to represent a candidate problem
v = [b1 , b2 , ..., bN ]; for instance, in the very beginning, the
candidate problem is v = [−1, −1, ..., −1]. We set the parameter h = 3. As pointed out in [11], h = 2 is usually enough.
We define two functions, N zeros(v) and N ones(v), which
operate on a vector v and return the number of zero elements
in v and the number of one elements in v respectively. t0
is the acceptable time delay for a detection decision, η is
the attack detection threshold. The candidate problem with
different numbers of g-successors are stored in different stacks.
Unless t0 is used up, the algorithm will first examine candidate
problems with no more than one g-successor in stack S1 , then
those with 2 g-successors in stack S2 , and finally those with
3 g-successors in stack S3 . Our algorithm is trying to find
better feasible solutions than that from IRIS without violating
the detection delay requirement. The algorithm is detailed in
Algorithm 1.
After running Algorithm 1, we get set F , which contains
sets of feasible measurements. Since all of them are feasible,
we cannot favor some over others without further information.
In practice, we can estimate the attacker’s capability, i.e., the
maximum number of sensors he can compromise. Suppose the
attacker can at most compromise r sensors, then we can filter
out some of them by Algorithm 2.
D. Discussion
Our modified COI, Algorithm 1, is complementary to IRIS,
since its first feasible solution completely relies on the largest
normalized residual method. The solution from IRIS may or
may not be in F. If we set r = Nmin , where Nmin is a
threshold in IRIS, and IRIS hits the threshold η first, then
the solution from IRIS is definitely in F. Otherwise, it may
not be in F. In this sense, our modified COI complements
IRIS in two ways. First, if the solution from IRIS is not in
F, IRIS pinpoints the compromised measurements incorrectly,
while our algorithm most likely finds the truth. Second, if the
solution from IRIS is the one and only one in F, our algorithm
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Algorithm 1: Modified COI.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Input: h = 3, t0 ;
Output: Set F that contains all sets of feasible measurements.
t = 0; bi = −1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N ; v = [b1 , b2 , ..., bN ];
S1 = push(v);
while (S1 = ∅ .or. S2 = ∅ .or. S3 = ∅) .and. t < t0 do
if S1 not empty then
ccp = S1 .pop; // ccp for current candidate problem;
else if S2 not empty then
ccp = S2 .pop;
else
ccp = S3 .pop;
end
run estimation with data having bi = 0 in ccp, i ∈ [1, N ];
calculate ||r|| and find index i∗ such that Pi∗ has the
largest normalized residual;
Cost = N zeros(ccp);
// Cost counts how many
reports declared bad in ccp;
if ||r|| < η
// find a feasible solution then
CB = Cost;
// CB stands for current best solution;
F = F ∪ ccp;
else
if N ones(ccp) < h then
// construct g-successor
replace i∗ th element of ccp by 1;
j = N ones(ccp);
Sj .push(ccp);
end
if Cost < CB − 1 then
// construct b-successor
replace i∗ th element of ccp by 0;
j = N ones(ccp);
Sj .push(ccp);
end
end
t = t + processing time;
end

Algorithm 2: Filtering out some feasible solutions.
1
2
3
4
5

for any vector v ∈ F do
if N zeros(v) > r then
F = F\v
end
end

is as good as IRIS, while our algorithm reveals the uncertainty
if there are more than one solution in F. Note that if there are
more than one solutions in F, the center node has to take all of
them into consideration, or has to resort to some verification
approaches to narrow F down to one feasible solution.
The problem in this paper is purely combinatorial. Our
modified COI does not scan the decision tree thoroughly, while
it only scans the partial tree that most likely contains most of
the feasible solutions. To figure out all feasible solutions, one
has to use the brute-force search method, which, however,
takes too much computational time. The brute-force search
method are summarized in Algorithm 3. In Algorithm 3,
we assume there are at most r bad measurements and check
every possible combination (line 1). The r assumed bad
measurements, however, are not necessarily all bad; we reexamine them one by one to see if they are really bad (line
5-9), where  is a pre-defined parameter.
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Algorithm 3: The brute-force search algorithm.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Input: r, the attacker’s capability;
P, the set of all sensing measurements;
Output: SetF that contains all sets of feasible measurements.
for each of Nr bad data combinations, PB do
if P\PB are consistent then
G = P\PB ; //G is the set of good measurements;
Calculate the state vector, x, based on G;
for each measurement Pi ∈ PB , 1 ≤ i ≤ r do
if ||Pi − HPi x|| ≤  then
G = G + Pi ;
end
end
end
F = F ∪ G;
end
TABLE I: The measurements from sensors before and after the attack.

Sensor i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Distance di
4.46
4.62
4.90
5.08
5.20
5.44
5.72
5.88

perf ect
−113.01
−113.62
−114.64
−115.27
−115.68
−116.46
−117.33
−117.81

with noise
−112.81
−113.27
−114.42
−114.94
−115.36
−116.23
−117.23
−117.55

compromised
no change
no change
no change
no change
−120.18
−120.96
−121.83
no change

V. E VALUATION
In this section, we will evaluate our algorithm by comparing
it with IRIS. First, we will present a concrete example to show
the process of COI, and compare with IRIS using different
Nmin . Next, we will set up a simulation for cooperative
attacks, and statistically compare the performance between our
algorithm and IRIS.
A. An Example
In section IV-A, we showed a counter example in which
more than half (four out of seven) sensing measurements are
compromised by the attacker and there is no measurement
error. Here we detail an example with measurement errors
and fewer compromised sensors. Our purpose here is to show
the process of COI and point out why IRIS may not work
correctly.
System setting: The transmission power P0 at the reference
distance d0 is 5dB. The radius of the secondary network is
about 1km, and the distance between the secondary network
and the primary transmitter is 5km. There are eight sensors,
whose distances away from the primary transmitter are listed
in Table I. When there is no measurement error and the
primary user is active, sensors will get perfect reports, which
are marked as perf ect in Table I. The column with noise
shows the reports with some random noise. Now suppose
an attacker has compromised three sensors, sensors 5, 6,
and 7, and changed their values to those listed in column
compromised in Table I.
By applying our algorithm, it finds four feasible solutions
in order, as shown in Table II. By applying IRIS with different
Nmin , where Nmin is the number of required remaining
reports after elimination, we get the results shown in III.
Using the data before the attack, we get the original state
vector P = [P0 , α] = [5.0, 4.0]. As we can see from Table
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8
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Fig. 6: P0 detection accuracy comparison.

5
10
15
# of compromised sensors (N=40)

# of CS
6
5
4
3

CS
{2,3,4,5,6,8}
{1,2,3,4,8 }
{5,6,7,8}
{5,6,7}

P0
133.4
0.4
1.8
4.9

α
8.3
4.0
3.9
4.0

TABLE III: The transmission power with different Nmin .

Nmin
7
6
5
4
3
2

Compromised sensors
{8}
{8,4}
{8,4,3}
{8,4,3,5}
{8,4,3,5,6}
{8,4,3,5,6,2}

20

Fig. 7: Identification accuracy comparison.

TABLE II: Feasible solutions from modified COI. CS stands for compromised sensors.

order
1
2
3
4

P0
168.5
171.1
162.2
155.9
143.0
133.4

1/2
1/8

IRIS
h=1
h=2
h=3

0.2

5
10
15
# of compromised sensors (N=40)

2

h=1
h=2
h=3
fitting

α
9.5
9.6
9.3
9.1
8.7
8.3

III, no matter what Nmin is, IRIS eliminates both good measurements and compromised measurements, and the calculated
P0 is far from the original one. However, our algorithm can
find the exact correct solution if we assume the attacker can
at most compromise three sensors, shown as the 4th feasible
solution in Table II. If we assume the attacker can at most
compromise four sensors, there will be two feasible solutions,
the 3rd and 4th in Table II. In this case, the center node has
to rely on some verification approaches to filter out one of
them. Nevertheless, our algorithm does not miss the correct
solution.
B. Statistical Comparison
In this subsection, we statistically compare the performance
of our algorithm with that of IRIS. We consider a network
with N = 40 sensors. The radius of the secondary network is
about 2km, and the nodes are randomly distributed inside the
circle. The distance between the secondary network and the
primary transmitter is 8km. Before any attack, we introduce
some random noise to all sensing reports; the noise for each
sensing report is less than 1% of the original sensing report.
Then we randomly compromise ncom of N sensors and inject
cooperative bad sensing reports. ncom varies from 1 to 20. For
each value of ncom , we run the simulation n = 1000 times
and count the following numbers: (1) n1 , the number of times
that IRIS gets the nearly correct P0 ; (2) n2 , the number of
times that IRIS identifies the right set of compromised sensors
and thus gets the correct P0 ; (3) n3 , the number of times
that our algorithm gets the nearly correct P0 ; (4) n4 , the
number of times that that our algorithm identifies the right
set of compromised sensors and thus gets the correct P0 . For
our algorithm, we evaluate three cases with h = 1, h = 2
and h = 3. We set Nmin = 20 in IRIS and r = 20 in our
algorithm.
After obtaining all the counts, we calculate the accuracy
ratio using two different criteria. The first criterion is to check

0

5
10
15
# of compromised sensors (N=40)

20

Fig. 8: Processing time.

the performance of P0 detection. If the resulting power lever
is within the range of [0.9, 1.1] of the real P0 , we count
it as a correct detection. The accuracy ratios for IRIS and
our algorithm are n1 /n and n3 /n respectively. The second
criterion is to check whether all compromised sensors are
identified, and the accuracy ratios for IRIS and our algorithm
are n2 /n and n4 /n respectively. Also, we examine the time
delay of our algorithm. All the results are summarized in Fig 6,
Fig 7 and Fig 8.
Fig 6 shows P0 detection accuracy, and we have the
following observations. (1) When 1/3 of all sensors or less
are compromised, IRIS and our algorithm work identically and
both yield nearly 100% accuracy. (2) When more sensors are
compromised, our algorithm demonstrates improved performance over IRIS by a noticeable margin. For instance, when
ncom = 17 our algorithm improves IRIS by more than 20% for
all three h values. (3) When half of all sensors (Ncom = 20)
are compromised, our algorithm also performs poorly. The
accuracy ratio is only about 50%, regardless of the value of
h. This is actually what Theorem 1 indicates; because there are
two feasible solutions with the same number of compromised
sensors and our algorithm picks one of them, the ratio is on
average 50%. (4) The case with h = 2 is almost identical to
that with h = 3, which coincides with the statement in [11]
that h = 2 is empirically enough.
Fig 7 illustrates identification accuracy. All ratios for
ncom > 13 are less than those in Fig 6, indicating that
for both algorithms they may not identify the correct set of
compromised sensors even though they obtain the correct P0 .
We also can see that the margin between the case with h = 1
and the case with h = 2 is larger than that in Fig 6. The
margin between the case with h = 2 and the case with h = 3,
however, is still very small, even though it is slightly larger
than that in Fig 6.
Fig 8 shows the processing time for different values of h.
Since the processing time for IRIS is less than 60 milliseconds
in our simulation, we do not plot it in the figure. Our
simulations are run on an Intel Xeon CPU at 3.07GHz with
MATLAB. As we can see, for the case with h = 1 and the
case with h = 2, the processing time is within 2 seconds. For
the case with h = 3, when ncom ≤ N/3, the time is still
within 2 seconds; as ncom increases, the time goes up to 18
seconds. We can also see, when ncom ∈ [N/5, N/2], the time
increases exponentially, indicated by the linear fitting in the
log-scaled figure. In our algorithm, we set a time threshold t0
and h = 3. The algorithm may not finish all three stacks. For
instance, if we set t0 = 2 seconds, it may only finish the first
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two stacks and terminate during processing the third stack. No
matter whether or not it finishes all the stacks, our algorithm
will complement IRIS, since it starts with IRIS solution and
then tries to find other possibilities.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we aim to complement IRIS algorithm in
cooperative spectrum sensing. We present a theorem to show
uncertainties in cooperative spectrum sensing, and point out
that from the view of the center node there may exist multiple
feasible solutions under a cooperative attack. We propose a
modified COI algorithm to improve spectrum sensing performance. Our algorithm can be flexibly adjusted to meet the time
delay requirement. We intensively evaluate our algorithm with
simulations, and the results show that our algorithm improves
the detection accuracy rate compared to IRIS.
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